The BAS Art Exhibition

Steve Roberts - Photography
Peter Fretwell - ‘Remote Sensing Imagery as Art’
Paul Rodhouse - Paintings on Canvas and Board

Gilbert White’s House & Garden and The Oates Collection

Tickets
£60 before 31 May
£75 from 1 June / £60 for group of 8
Please call 01420 511275

Selborne, Hampshire
GU34 3JH
www.gilbertwhiteshouse.org.uk

90° South – A Virtual Voyage Conference
followed by
Evening Reception &
Private Viewing of the BAS Art Exhibition and Oates Gallery

9.45am
Saturday 14 July 2012
Conference Programme
Field Studies Centre
9.45 Arrival and coffee
10.15 Welcome by Dr Rosemary Irwin, Chairman of the Trustees
10.20 Professor Paul Rodhouse ‘From Cook to Climate Change’
11.20 Coffee
11.45 Dr David Wilson ‘Scott and the Terra Nova expedition 1910 – 1912’
12.45 Lunch
13.45 Question and Answers with The Hon Alexandra Shackleton
14.15 Meredith Hooper ‘It will be a race: Scott's men and Amundsen's chances’
15.15 Tea break
15.30 Bryan Oates ‘View from Within’
16.00 Closing address by Major General Patrick Cordingley

Gilbert White’s House & Garden
16.30 Evening Reception with Sparkling Wine & Canapés and a Private Viewing of the Oates Gallery and BAS Art Exhibition

The Speakers
Professor Paul Rodhouse DSc is a biological oceanographer at the British Antarctic Survey. He has been a member of the Board and Head of the Biological Sciences Division at BAS and was recently the Board Member for Science Resource. He is the Principal Scientist for the South Georgia Government's Fisheries Laboratory at King Edward Point.

Dr David M. Wilson PhD (Essex), FZS, boasts numerous explorers and ornithologists on his family tree, not least amongst these is his great uncle, Dr. Edward Wilson, who died with Captain Scott and his party on their return from the South Pole in 1912. David spends much of his time working to promote our historic Antarctic heritage.

The Hon Alexandra Shackleton, grand daughter of Ernest Shackleton, looks after her grandfather's legacy as well as the great man himself looked after his men. Life President of the James Caird Society, which was founded to honour Shackleton and provide information about his Expeditions, she has been instrumental in furthering Shackleton historical research.

Meredith Hooper is a lecturer, historian, Antarctic expert and full-time writer of non-fiction and fiction for children and adults. In 1994 she was selected by The Australian Antarctic Division to visit Antarctica as a writer, and in 1998–1999 and 2001–2002 was selected by the US National Science Foundation to visit Antarctica as a writer on their Antarctica Artists Writers Program.

Bryan Oates, Capt Oates's great nephew, recently presented the museum with some important items from his family's archives, which have been added to the new Oates Gallery. His great uncle had a significant impact on Bryan and he recounts fascinating stories about his life, his family and its history.

Major General Patrick Cordingley DSO DSc FRGS. With a distinguished military career, Patrick Cordingley is best known for commanding the 7th Armoured Brigade – the Desert Rats – during the first Gulf War. An authority on Captain Lawrence Oates, he has written a best selling book about his life.